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Use picture Cards or real
objects to communicate

Use a simple recordable
button switch. 

 Choice board
with a picture
and word label

Myths
Using nonverbal language such as
sign language, picture cards, or
AAC will delay speech
Using multiple modes of
communication confuses children

Facts

Why Multimodal?
Visual communication systems
use the same brain circuits as
oral communication does. Using
visual communication may help
build up these circuits, laying the
groundwork for oral speech.
The goal is to help the person
transition from the visual to the
verbal, first by making the
connection between the two, and
then by doing traditional speech
work.

Try these strategies in
addition to verbal language!

Multimodal language learning is an
approach used to encourage

communicative intent and
interactions. It incorporates spoken

words, signs, pictures, gestures,
and written words when

communicating with your child. For
example, signing while saying a

spoken word or choosing a picture
card while saying a word, etc.

 

Using multimodal  communication
increases the avenues used for
langauge learning. It makes
learning easier!

Use gestures, facial
expressions, and eye-gaze
during mealtime

Schedule a Free ConsultationGET Whatsapp

Global Education Therapy offers VIRTUAL speech therapy, occupational therapy,
tutoring, and support for struggling readers at home and living abroad!

GET Help:
"My child doesn't say any words!"
Multimodal language learning

https://www.nspt4kids.com/healthtopics-and-conditions-database/autism-spectrum-disorder/communicative-intent-children-autism-spectrum-disorder-asd/#:~:text=Your%20school%2Daged%20child%20most,%3A%20intentional%20and%20non%2Dintentional.
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/appointments/schedules/AcZssZ13t1_Vw8MVLSjGbem_HQTo1B2yuGNgUGVdonylVpvY8nuP4FNpEteBc_5YzOQRkgnJ-ywgsa3G
https://wa.me/c/15712474246


Visual
Schedule

Breathe Eat Craft Clean up Brush Hair Get dressed

Sleep School Brush Teeth Drink Toys Toys

Cut out the picture cards below and keep them in a
ziplock bag. When you and your kiddo wake up,

place the picture cards into the squares to create
a multimodal visual schedule!



Choice Board

Blocks Eat coloring music sensory bin puzzle

Sleep Dolls cars Screen time bubbles outside

Cut out the picture cards below and keep them in a bag. Ask
your child what they want to do. Present the cards with

activities that are available. Alternatively, you could ask your
kiddo to point to what they want below. Always model the word
while pointing to the word on the card! You can also add the sign

corresponding to the word found on the next page)

 With this choice board, you can use 
5 DIFFERENT MODES OF LANGUAGE! Your child is...

How to use

seeing a
picture

hearing
the

word
gesturing 

reading
the

letters

Seeing or
Using a

sign


